Compressive sensing (CS) is a burgeoning technique being applied to diverse areas including wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In WSNs, it has been applied in the context of data gathering and aggregation, particularly aimed at reducing data transmission cost and improving power efficiency. Existing CSbased data gathering work in WSNs utilize the property that under certain conditions, only O(K log N ) CS random measurements can represent a K-sparse signal of length N . In previous work fixed and identical compression thresholds were assumed for the entire network resulting in less efficient solutions. In this paper, we present a novel data aggregation architecture model that integrates a multi-resolution hierarchical structure with CS to further optimize the amount of data transmitted. Our key idea is to set up multiple compression thresholds adaptively based on the cluster sizes at different levels. The advantages of the proposed aggregation model in contrast to other state-of-the-art related work are measured in terms of total amount of data for transmission, data compression ratio and energy consumption. We implement the proposed data aggregation scheme on a SIDnet-SWANS platform, a discrete event simulator commonly used for WSN simulations. Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed CS-based hierarchical data aggregation model guarantees accurate signal recovery performance; meanwhile, it also obtains substantial energy savings compared to other existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data aggregation [1] is a key task performed within sensor networks to fuse information from multiple sensors and deliver it to a sink node. However, the inherent data redundancya consequence of the correlated smooth data fields such as temperature, pressure, and sound measurements in practical applications-incurs unnecessary energy consumption in transmission. Suppose a sensor transfers its single data to the sink over N − 1 intermediate sensors along a routing path. Each intermediate sensor combines the data it receives with its own and forwards it along the route. This data aggregation process usually involves O(N 2 ) data transmissions. The redundancy in data lends itself to a sparse representation and in-network compression, thereby yielding energy savings in the information transfer.
The use of compressive sensing (CS) [2] based data gathering for large scale WSNs has been examined [3] , and shown to reduce transmission requirements to O(N * M ), where M is a constant number of CS random measurements communicated by each node, and M << N. We denote this plain CS method as the PCS method. According to the CS theory, the PCS method [3] requires all the sensors to collectively provide to the sink at least M = K log N measurements to fully recover the signal of the data field, where K is the signal sparsity of the entire data field. We note that when the PCS method is applied in a large scale network, M may still be a large number. Moreover, in the initial data aggregation phase in [3] , leaf nodes unnecessarily transmit M measurements, which is in excess of their single readings and therefore introduces redundancy in data aggregation. Recognizing this, the hybrid CS aggregation (HCS) method [4] [5] proposed an amalgam of non-CS aggregation and PCS aggregation techniques. It optimizes the data aggregation cost by setting a global threshold M and applying CS aggregation at only those nodes where the number of accumulated data samples equals to, or exceeds M . Hence the energy consumption is reduced by eliminating the data aggregation redundancy in the initial phase. However, we observe that in such a scheme only a small fraction of sensors utilize the advantage of CS scheme, and the amount of data transmitted for even these nodes is still large.
In this work, we propose an energy-efficient technique for data aggregation that is based on a hierarchical clustering architecture and hybrid compressive sensing. The central idea is to configure sensor nodes so that instead of one sink node being targeted by all sensors, several nodes, arranged in a way to yield a hierarchy of clusters, are designated for the intermediate data collection. The amount of data transmitted by each sensor is determined by the local cluster size at different levels rather than the entire network, which therefore, leads to essentially reduced data size for transmission with upper bound O(K log N ) shown in the PCS method. We refer to our method as Hierarchical Data Aggregation using Compressive Sensing (HDACS). Theoretical analysis as well as simulation results validate the significant advantages of the proposed HDACS method in terms of power efficiency, amount of data transmitted, and quality of the data reconstruction at the fusion node. In this section we present the proposed data aggregation scheme that is based on a hierarchy of clusters and compressive sensing. We first outline the clustering framework, where clusters represent non-overlapping geographical regions. Let?s assume that the hierarchy consists of T levels, and each cluster at level i represents an area of size s i , which further combines n subregions from level i − 1, such that s i = n * s i−1 . The number of clusters is n T −i . The logical relationship of clusters at different levels is shown in Fig. 1 In order to meet these clustering requirements, we arrange the sensors in a 2D (randomly deployed) network topology with the following constraints.
• At least there are n nodes in each cluster at level 1. For n T −1 clusters, n * n T −1 = n T sensors are associated. • The remaining N − n T sensors are placed randomly following the uniform distribution within the entire region.
The main advantage of this network deployment is that it is easily realizable in practical spatial distribution of sensors. It also addresses issues when the condition of N = n T is not satisfied. Besides, since the number of cluster heads are at most n T −1 , the leaf nodes are N − n T −1 ≥ n T − n T −1 = (n − 1)n T −1 . If n > 2, N − n T −1 > n T −1 . This result implies that only a small number of nodes will be involved with multiple level data processing and aggregation. And the only job of leaf nodes is to send their data directly to their cluster heads.
A. Compressive Sensing (CS) based Data Aggregation
The salient steps of the CS data aggregation are as follows: 1) At level 1 of the cluster hierarchy, leaf nodes send their sensed data to their respective cluster heads directly; The cluster heads receive them and take
CS random measurements based on their local cluster size N (l) 1 . 2) At level i (i ≥ 2), cluster heads receive CS random measurements and they perform CS recovery algorithm to extract original data. After accumulating all the data from their children nodes, the cluster heads take M
CS random measurements from all the recov-ered data and send them to the parent cluster heads at level i + 1.
3) Repeat step 2) until the cluster head at the top level, T gathers the data from all the sensors. Compared to the methods in [4] [5] where a global threshold M = K log N is set up for the entire network, in our scheme multiple thresholds M
are determined by the cluster sizes at different levels with upper bound O(K log N ) at the highest level T . When the level i is low, the corresponding M i is also a relatively small number. This property hierarchy helps to reduce the data size for communication and saves the energy spent on transmission. In order to analyze the proposed hierarchical aggregation scheme and perform quantitative comparisons with the existing state of the art, we first define a few parameters. For each cluster at level i local parameters include:
i : the number of CS random measurements or the amount of data transmitted
i : the compression ratio The global parameters at level i are defined as follows:
≥ n 2 , the depth of the logical tree is T + 1, which contradicts with the previous assumption that n T +1 > N = n T + N ≥ n T . The same requirement applies to the cluster size at other levels.) and the amount of data transmitted M (l) i ∈ [iK log n, (i + 1)K log n]. Therefore, the total number of measurements M total for transmission is:
1 n i we get the closed form of S 1 :
Therefore, the lower bound of M total is:
and upper bound is In order to perform a fair comparison with the existing CS based schemes, we formulate them in the proposed hierarchical framework as well. The PCS method [3] implementing data aggregation task in our hierarchical framework would transmit M NCS = NK log N data. Similarly, for the HCS method [4] [5] the number of transmissions are M HCS = N − n T −1 + K(n − 1)n T −1 log NS 2 + O(N log N ). Fig. 2 compares these schemes assuming different network sizes assuming logical cluster size at each level to be 4. (The choice of logical cluster size is beyond the scope of this paper, which will be discussed in our future work.) These results show that compared tour scheme the total amount of data transmitted in the PCS method increases at a much faster rate with the increase in the network size. In terms of the amount of data transmitted, the relative advantage of the proposed HDACS method over HCS is less significant. This is due to the fact that a bulk of sensors serve as leaf nodes at the first level, and transmit their raw data directly to the cluster heads at level 1.
2) The Data Compression Ratio: The data compression ratio γ (l) i is defined as the ratio of the amount of data transmitted to the amount of data available. Its expression for the HDACS method is:
The tendency in data compression ratio at each level for different methods is shown in Fig. 3 . We observe that the PCS method provides no compression at all; the HCS method yields compression only for the level where the size of data reaches to the global threshold; however, the proposed HDACS method achieves a remarkable compression ratio for each level which is well below 0.5.
3) Energy Consumption for Transmission:
The communication among sensors is the most power-consuming task and Transmission energy cost E (l) i is normally a function of transmission distance d (l) i and data size M
where c s is a distance-independent term, and c is a constant transmission cost per unit data per unit distance. The settings of c and c s depend on the hardware and algorithms for various application tasks.
Assume d
and (x t , y t ) are the spatial coordinates of c (l) i and its children nodes respectively. In a large dense uniform randomly distributed sensor network, if i > 1 d
For notation simplicity, we denote A 1 = c 1+α 2 −α πs (α−1)/2 . The transmission energy in level i = 1 within cluster l is: E
. Therefore, the total transmission energy cost is:
, we get the closedform expression of S 3 :
closed-form expression of S 4 is : Therefore, the lower bound of E total is:
Follow the same derivation, we get transmission cost in the PCS aggregation:
Similarly, transmission cost in the HCS aggregation is: Fig. 4 shows the trends in energy consumption for transmission with diverse network scales under the assumption α = 2 [6] [7] (We get the similar figures when α is set as 3, 4, 5, 6.), where the constant parameters in the energy model are assigned as : c = 10 −10 J, c s = 10 −7 Jm −α /bit [6] [7], and K = 1. The result show the energy for transmission required by the PCS method is far more than the HCS method and the HDACS method. Compared to other two methods, the proposed HDACS method consumes the least power and achieves the best power efficiency.
In the following, we simulate the data aggregation task in WSNs on a Java-based SIDnet-SWANS simulation platform to evaluate the performance of different aggregation schemes.
III. IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE A. Signal Model and CS Recovery Algorithm
A typical application for sensor networks is monitoring environment variables, such as temperature, sound, humidity, pressure, etc. The data field captured by such sensors is usually smooth and continuous. Therefore, in our simulation, each sensor reads a fixed value with additive Gaussion noise. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) for a sparse signal representation of the data field, DCT yields fast vanishing moments of signal representation with real coefficients. On the other hand, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) representation yields complex coefficients which are not generally desirable in computational scenarios. Also, the coefficient cardinality is arbitrary, conventional transforms, such as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),require the data cardinality to be a power of 2. We use the DCT truncation process to get a K-sparse representation of the signal. The threshold has been set up by α percentile of the first dominant magnitude of the signal. The high frequency components of DCT represent the Gaussion noise, which are negiliable. Thus, the DCT truncation process is not very sensitive to the choice of α. In the following simulation, we set α as 0.01 and 0.5.
CoSaMP algorithm presented in [8] has been adopted as the CS recovery algorithm in our implementation. When compared to other CS recovery methods, the CoSaMP algorithm, a start-of-the-art convex optimization-based approach, guarantees computation speed and provides rigorous error bounds with fewer iteration steps [8] . This algorithm takes y = Φ * Φx as a proxy to represent signal inspired by the restricted isometry property.
B. Simulation Results
We use SIDnet-SWANS [9] , a JAVA-based sensor network simulation platform for performance evaluation. Fig. 5 depicts the layout of a 400 sensor network topology simulated on SIDnet-SWANS platform. Nodes are represented by the circles and solid lines show the links in the routing tree.
We test the algorithms for five network sizes: 300, 400, 500, 600, and 700 nodes. With the cluster size n = 4 resulting in the hierarchy level is T = log N 4 . We define the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) as the decimal logarithm scale of the ratio of signal energy for reading from each sensor to its recovery error energy in the cluster head at the top level. Fig.  6 shows the SNR result for the proposed HDACS method. the maximum, minimum and average SNR values are given in the table below the chart for each individual network sizes. This result demonstrates the accuracy of the signal is preserved in the sink node. Moreover, the SNR trend remains unchanged for different network sizes showing the performance of HDACS method are independent of network sizes. Fig. 7 shows communication cost comparison for different aggregation schemes in a 400-sensor network. The Ratio PCS is defined as the ratio of communication cost of the proposed HDACS to that of the PCS method and Ratio HCS is defined as the ratio of communication cost of the proposed HDACS to that of the HCS method. Ratio PCS is less than 0.5 implying that the HDACS method saves at least 50% communication cost for each sensor compared to the PCS method. For a particular node, saving is up to 77% of communication cost required in the PCS method. The trend in Ratio HCS shows that the proposed HDACS method never performs worse than the HCS method for each sensor. For some nodes the Ratio HCS is 1, since these nodes transmit single data at level one only. While many nodes serving as cluster heads at different levels of the hierarchy obtain substantial energy savings ranging from 63.3% to 70%. Thus, the HDACS method gives the best energy efficiency especially for these nodes working as cluster heads. This property is very appealing, because most of these nodes also act as intermediate nodes to relay data, which resulting in a drain to their batteries than other nodes. This significant saving of power increases the lifetime of the whole network.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel power-efficient hierarchical data aggregation architecture using compressve sensing for a large scale dense wireless sensor networks. Our aim was to reduce the amount of data for transmission and effective energy saving. The proposed architecture is designed by setting up multiple types of clusters at different levels of the hierarchy. The leaf nodes at the lowest level transmit only single data. The intermediate clusters heads at other levels perform DCT to get sparse signal representation of data from their own and children nodes, take CS random measurements and then transmit them to their parent cluster heads. When cluster heads in the high level receive random measurements, they use inverse DCT transformation and CoSaMP algorithm to recover the original data. By repeating these steps, the cluster heads at the top level collect all the data. We compared the proposed HDACS method with other existing work, in terms of total amount of data for transmission, data compression ratio and total energy consumption for transmission. We also implemented this model on SIDnet-SWANS simulation platform and test different sizes of two-dimensional randomly deployed sensor network. The results demonstrate the validation of our model. It guarantees the accuracy of collecting data from all the sensors. The transmission energy is significantly reduced compared with the previous work.
In our future work, we plan to study an adaptive mode that will take into consideration the sparsity K impact from data field. Besides, other CS recovery algorithms will also be investigated to reduce recovery complexity and improve signal recovery accuracy. Distributed compressed sensing (DCS) [10] , that takes the data spatial correlation into account seems to be a very promising CS recovery algorithm. Other distributed computing tasks can also be exploited using our proposed CS data aggregation architecture.
